WAKE UP

YOUR DATA
Set them free for
Blue Society

EMODNET HIGH RESOLUTION SEABED MAPPING PROJECT
PRODUCING A DIGITAL BATHYMETRY FOR EUROPEAN SEA BASINS

In 2008 the EU DG-MARE took the initiative for developing and implementing an overarching European Marine Observation and Data Network
(EMODnet) as part of the “EU MARINE KNOWLEDGE 2020” and “EU BLUE GROWTH” agendas which consider ocean and marine data as important
input for driving scientific, environmental and economic developments.

RESEARCH INSTITUTES:

Together the EMODnet data repositories already
manage datasets on a regular basis from more
than a thousand data originators from public, research and private sectors that collect oceanographic and marine data through a broad, multidisciplinary spectrum of projects and programs.
However, still many data collected by public
authorities, researchers and private operators
of coastal or offshore facilities do not arrive to
the national or regional repositories and are
thus unavailable to scientists and engineers for
further purposes.

Since then, the EMODnet Hydrography - Seabed Mapping - Bathymetry – High Resolution Seabed Mapping projects, with an increasing partnership, made very good progress in developing the EMODnet Bathymetry portal to provide overview and access to available bathymetric survey
datasets and to generate a harmonised digital bathymetry for Europe’s sea basins. The EMODnet consortium involves hydrographic services, research institutes, authorities, and private organisations which over time have brought together a large data set. Up till March 2018 more than
27.000 bathymetric survey datasets, managed by 41 data centres from 21 countries and originated from 250 institutes, have been gathered and
populated in the EMODnet Bathymetry Data Discovery and Access service, adopting SeaDataNet standards. In addition a number of data providers have delivered > 100 composite DTMs as alternative to survey data sets and these are populated with metadata in the EMODnet Sextant Catalogue service.
Gaps in coverage by survey data sets and composite DTMs are completed by using the GEBCO – 2014 DTM data. GEBCO (General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans) is partner in the project. For the Baltic Sea synergy takes place with the Baltic Sea Bathymetry Database project of
the Baltic Sea Hydrographic Commission, while for the North Sea region there is synergy with
the North Sea Hydrographic Commission.

This creates additional costs for those working on
marine issues who will have the choice of accepting
lower confidence in their analysis than would otherwise be the case, or being compelled to needlessly repeat observations.
Additional data providers can therefore contribute
to increasing productivity of those working on marine issues, stimulating innovation in the blue econ- Homepage EMODnet Ingestion
omy and reducing uncertainty in our knowledge of the
behavior of the sea. Most probably one or more of these benefits are also applicable
to the data providers themselves. Moreover data providers will be publicly acknowledged for their contributions through the EMODnet Data Ingestion portal by means
of metadata and data citations.

CDI layer of survey data with metadata retrieval

The EMODnet Data Ingestion portal seeks to identify and to reach out to
other potential providers in order to make their data sets also part of the
total offer. It aims at streamlining the data ingestion process so that data
holders from public and private sectors that are not yet connected to the
existing marine data management infrastructures can easily release their
data for safekeeping and subsequent distribution through EMODnet. This
will enrich the total offer for all types of users and conform to the EMODnet motto ‘collect data once and use it many times’.

Source references layer to survey data (CDI), composite DTM (Sextant) or GEBCO

HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS:

Bathymetry Viewing and Download service

The Bathymetry Viewing and Download service gives users wide functionality for viewing and
downloading the current (2016 release) EMODnet digital bathymetry:
• water depth in gridded form on a DTM grid of 1/8 * 1/8 arc minute of longitude and latitude
(ca 230 * 230 meters)
• option to view depth parameters of individual DTM cells and references to source data
option to download DTM in 16 tiles in different formats: ESRI ASCII, XYZ, EMODnet CSV,
NetCDF (CF), GeoTiff and SD

DTM 3D viewer - example of Tyrrhenian sea near Sicily (Italy)

The current EMODnet DTM has been released in October 2016. However a major new release is being generated and planned for summer 2018
integrating much more recent data sets and refining areas with known anomalies. The following improvements and additional features are
underway:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The European Marine Observation and Data Network (EMODnet) already consists of
more than 160 organizations that together work on assembling, harmonizing and
making marine data, products and metadata more available to public and private users. They are national and regional marine and oceanographic data repositories and
data management experts from Europe. They have arrangements and infrastructures in place at national, international and European level for providing long term
stewardship and access to marine and oceanographic data as collected by research,
monitoring and survey programs from more than a thousand data originators from
public, research and private sectors.

expanding North to include the Arctic waters and Barents Sea in synergy with IBCA
expanding EMODnet DTM to include coastal areas
increasing the overall resolution to 1/16 * 1/16 arc minutes
including hot spots with higher resolution
including Satellite Derived Bathymetry in specific coastal zones
determining and providing the best European coastline, also using European tidal model for vertical referencing
introducing 3D viewing in the browser, using Cesium and own TIN model.

EMODnet Ingestion is targeting the following organizations as potential data
providers:
• Industry: This includes leadership companies and organizations from the diverse
Ocean
Business Community: shipping, oil and gas, fisheries, aquaculture, seabed mining, tourism, renewable energy, ports, dredging, mining, submarine cables, marine
science, engineering and technology, the maritime legal, financial and insurance
communities.
• Navy: The branch of the armed services of a state which conducts military operations at sea.
• Academia/research institutions: This includes organizations whose primary focus
is higher
education and research, such as universities and other academic institutes.
• NGO: This includes non-governmental organizations. They are not-for-profit
organization that are independent from states and international governmental
organizations.
• Government: This includes different levels of governmental organizations such as
the inter-governmental organizations, national and regional government bodies
and public authorities.

PRIVATE COMPANIES:

The EMODnet DTM is highly popular and used by an increasing group of users from government, science and industry as it clearly provides the
best publicly available gridded bathymetry model for the European marine waters. For instance its current resolution is 16 times higher than the
General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO). The EMODnet DTM is important for a whole range of applications in marine science, management, and economic activities. For example for science, it provides a base geometry for hydrodynamic models, marine geology, geophysics and biology. For economy one can think of offshore energy projects, such as planning of pipeline trajectories, locations of wind farms, planning shipping
channels, and many other economic activities.
The ambition of EMODnet Bathymetry is to refine further the quality and the resolution of the EMODnet DTM. This gives an increased demand for
high resolution bathymetric data sets for all of the European marine waters and coastal zones.
Additional data contributions are essential for increased quality, resolution and accuracy of the EMODnet DTM and serving all users even better. Potential data providers are challenged to come forward. Make use of ‘EMODnet Ingestion’ to contribute your data sets.

VISIT US AT:
WWW.EMODNET-BATHYMETRY.EU

Wake up your data bookmarks

VISIT US AT:
WWW.EMODNET-INGESTION.EU

SeaDataCloud – enhancing the pan-European
SeaDataNet infrastructure for ocean and
marine data management
Capacity building by training workshops for uptake of standards and tools by the
data centres in order to achieve standardisation.

SeaDataNet is a major infrastructure in Europe for managing, indexing and providing access to
ocean and marine data sets and data products, acquired from research cruises and other observational activities in European coastal marine waters, regional seas and the global ocean. It also develops and governs common marine standards for metadata and data formats, common vocabularies
and quality flags as well as standard software tools.

SeaDataNet is an operational infrastructure, well established on a pan-European scale with national nodes
and currently serving many users and applications.
The current EU SeaDataCloud project has a focus on upgrading and expanding the architecture and services
of SeaDataNet, inter alia by adopting cloud and High Performance Computing technology. For that purpose
SeaDataNet has entered into a strategic and technical cooperation with the EUDAT consortium. EUDAT is a
consortium of e-infrastructure providers that are well engaged in the development of the European Open
Science Cloud (EOSC).

SeaDataNet portal (www.seadatanet.org) giving access to standards, tools (both for
data centres and data users), data and metadata, and products.

SEADATACLOUD CONCEPTUAL APPROACH

Homepage SeaDataNet

ACQUISITION OF OCEAN AND MARINE DATA

SeaDataNet works together with originators of marine data, comprising scientists collecting data
with the European research vessel fleet and other observing platforms, and various governmental
agencies, collecting data for environmental management and economic activities. SeaDataNet also
has a close cooperation with the European operational oceanography community involving i) EuroGOOS, the association of national governmental agencies and research organisations committed
to European-scale operational oceanography within the context of the intergovernmental Global
Ocean Observing System, ii) Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS), deploying pan-European capacity for Ocean Monitoring and Forecasting, and iii) Euro-ARGO, developing a long-term global ocean monitoring system deploying Argo floats.

SEADATACLOUD INNOVATION TOPICS CONCERN

©GOOS

Providing discovery and access to millions of data sets for oceanography, chemistry,
geology, bathymetry, and biology by connecting more than 100 data centres

• Upgrading of standards and services as part of the SeaDataCloud project:
o Upgrading the CDI Data Discovery and Access service
o Adopting Linked Data for metadata directory services
o Further developing Sensor Web Enablement standards and ingestion service
o Striving for INSPIRE compliance and related transformation services
o Expanding the Common Vocabulary services
• Developing the SeaDataCloud Virtual Research Environment (VRE):
o Generating validated and harmonised Temperature & Salinity data collections and climatologies
o Online version of Ocean Data View (ODV) analysis software
o I-notebook for Data-Interpolating Variational Analysis (DIVA) software
o Versatile Visualisation services

THE SEADATACLOUD DEVELOPMENTS ARE SUPPORTED BY THE EU HORIZON 2020 RTD
PROGRAM AND RUN FROM 2016 TO 2020. ALL UPGRADED SERVICES WILL BECOME
AVAILABLE FOR ASSOCIATED EMODNET PORTALS.

SeaDataCloud: “moving to the cloud”

VISIT US AT:
WWW.SEADATANET.ORG

